Important notice to students who have completed an IGETC or a CSU General Education Certification:
Individuals transferring to CBU with an associate degree and either IGETC or CSU General Education Breadth certificate prior to transfer are waived from General Education requirements, with the exception of the Biblical and Theological Core and English composition (ENG 113 & 123).

GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES APPROVED FOR TRANSFER
FOR THE TRADITIONAL UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM ONLY
Courses may not double count in the general education, but may be applied to a major, minor, or concentration. Major, Minor, or Concentration course requirements may also be used to satisfy General Education requirements.

Competency Requirements | Units | De Anza College
--- | --- | ---
ENG 113 | 0-3 | EWRT 1A or 1AH Composition and Reading
MAT 115, MAT123 | 0-3 | MATH 114 College Math Prep Level 3: Intermediate Algebra
Foreign Language I | 0-6 | FREN 2, GERM 2, HINDI 2, ITAL 2, JAPN 2, KORE 2, MAND 2, PERS 2, SIGN 2, SPAN 2, VIET 2
Foreign Language II | 0-6 | FREN 3, GERM 3, HINDI 3, ITAL 3, JAPN 3, KORE 3, MAND 3, PERS 3, SIGN 3, SPAN 3, VIET 3

Foundations

ENG 123 | 3 | EWRT 2 or 2H Critical Reading, Writing and Thinking
Lab Science | 4 | ASTR 10 & 15L; BIOL 6A – 6CH, 10 – 40C; CHEM 1A – 30B; ESCI 1 & 1L; GEOL 10; MET 10 & 20L; PHYS 2A – 4D

Biblical and Theological Core

Christian Studies | 6 | No Transfer Equivalent
ISP/Christian Studies | 3 | No Transfer Equivalent

Natural World Complete six (6) units in the Natural World Domain with no more than four (4) units in one area.

WLD 121 Natural Worldview | 3 | No Transfer Equivalent
Biological Science | 3 | BIOL 6A – 54J; ESCI 1 – 30; E S 1, 2, 56
Chemical Science | 3 | CHEM 1A – 30B
Health Science | 3 | HLT 21, 51
Kinesiology | 3 | KINES 1A – 57B; P E 4XX, 32B – 48W; PEA 1 – 6Y
Mathematics | 3 | MATH 1A – 46
Physical Science | 3 | ASTR 4 – 15L; GEOG 1; GEOL 10, 20; MET 10 – 20L; PHYS 2A – 10, 50

Social World Complete six (6) units in the Social World Domain with no more than three (3) units in one area.

WLD 141 Social Worldview | 3 | No Transfer Equivalent
Communication Studies | 3 | SPCH 1 – 16H, 70, 70H
Behavioral Science | 3 | ANTH 1 – 7, 68; PSYC 1 – 24, 60, 63; SOCI 1 – 35, 51, 73

Political World Complete six (6) units in the Political World Domain with no more than three (3) units in one area.

WLD 161 Political Worldview | 3 | No Transfer Equivalent
Political Science | 3 | Poli 1 – 17H, 56
History | 3 | HIST 2 – 28; INTL 19A, 19B

Cultural World Complete six (6) units in the Cultural World Domain with no more than three (3) units in one area.

WLD 181 Cultural Worldview | 3 | No Transfer Equivalent
Art or Music | 3 | ARTS 1A – 37C, 70, 71; DANC 22 – 38A; INTL 10, 21 – 24; MUSI 1A – 58B; PHTG 1 – 57B, 60; THEA 1 – 20C, 80A, 80B
English and Literature | 3 | ELIT 6 – 48C; EWRT 30 – 42; F/TV 2A, 2B, 2C, 43, 48
Philosophy | 3 | PHIL 1 – 49

Refer to the CBU catalog for a complete list of degree requirements and transfer restrictions

- Students must have a Transfer Course Approval form on file with the Office of the University Registrar for courses not listed on this agreement.
- A maximum of 70.0 units is allowable for transfer from community colleges.
- Courses completed at lower division level are not eligible for upper division credit.
- Only coursework with grades of C- or better are eligible for transfer.
- Students will be awarded elective credit for baccalaureate level courses not listed on this agreement.

The Office of the University Registrar reserves the right to alter and revise the contents of this agreement at any time.
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